Abstract Pichia pastoris is an efficient expression system for production of recombinant proteins. To understand its physiology for building novel applications it is important to understand and reconstruct its metabolic network. The metabolic reconstruction approach connects genotype with phenotype. Here, we have attempted to reconstruct carbohydrate metabolism pathways responsible for high biomass density and N-glycosylation pathways involved in the post translational modification of proteins of P. pastoris CBS7435. Both these metabolic pathways play a crucial role in heterologous protein production. We report novel, missing and unannotated enzymes involved in the target metabolic pathways. A strong possibility of cellulose and xylose metabolic processes in P. pastoris CBS7435 suggests its use in the area of biofuels. The reconstructed metabolic networks can be used for increased yields and improved product quality, for designing appropriate growth medium, for production of recombinant therapeutics and for making biofuels.
Introduction
Yeasts are being continuously used for producing eukaryotic foreign proteins as they offer easy microbial growth and gene manipulations like those of bacteria, as well as possess eukaryotic characteristics (Balamurugan et al. 2007 ). The methylotrophic yeast Pichia pastoris has emerged as an efficient expression system for production of recombinant proteins for basic research and medical applications. It has a natural ability to do so, owing to its high cell density, a strong methanol inducible AOX promoter, post-translational modifications of the protein (glycosylation) and efficient secretion of these proteins into the culture medium itself (Schutter et al. 2009) . A large number of heterologous proteins have been produced in P. pastoris so far. Escherichia coli, another prokaryotic expression system, can also be used for recombinant protein production but it does not carry out the post-translational modifications of proteins like folding, disulphide bond formation and glycosylation (Yadava and Ockenhouse 2003) . As a result P. pastoris, as an expression system, is given preference over other systems. After E. coli, Saccharomyces cerevisiae emerged as an efficient expression system and is still being used as a model organism in laboratories for expression of recombinant proteins. However, the glycosylation pattern of S. cerevisiae gave rise to hyperglycosylated proteins which were deemed to be inactive. On the other hand, P. pastoris glycosylation pathways have been re-engineered to produce mammalian-type glycosylated proteins and availability of such engineered strains has increased its use in industrial production of therapeutic proteins (Hu et al. 2011) . Another major advantage of P. pastoris over other expression vectors is that it can secrete the produced recombinant protein into the growth medium. This makes isolation of the expressed protein easier because the endogenous proteins of P. pastoris are not secreted (Weidner et al. 2010) .
With the increase in genome sequencing projects, understanding of the biological capabilities of the organisms has also increased. On the basis of availability of annotated genomes all the relevant information about the metabolic capacity of the organisms can be deciphered, which can further be used to give rise to genome scale metabolic networks (Notebaart et al. 2006 ). The number of organisms for which metabolic networks have been reconstructed is constantly increasing, since it gives us an insight into the systems biology of metabolism of a given organism. The process of metabolic reconstruction involves identifying, characterizing and interconnecting the genes, proteins, reactions and metabolites participating in the metabolic activity of an organism (Feist et al. 2006) . The metabolic networks provide information about numerous relationships between gene and gene products. It's an organism specific process since it uses genomic information to associate genes with enzymatic activities (Kharchenko et al. 2004) . The genome scale metabolic network reconstruction is a manual and an iterative process that may take up to one-man year to collect all organism specific reaction information (Forster et al. 2003) . To overcome this problem of time consumption automation at the level of annotation using similarity searches has cropped up as the most obvious and convenient option, but this technique leaves behind a lot of gaps, which need to be filled during reconstruction process (DeJongh et al. 2007 ).
The use of reconstructed metabolic networks has increased since their advent nearly a decade ago. Reconstructed networks highlight the differences and similarities between intracellular mechanisms of various species and are hence important for comparative studies (Mazurie et al. 2010) . Identification of potential drug targets and the causative reactions of a disease is also possible due to availability of metabolic network models (Folger et al. 2011) . One of the most significant applications of metabolic network reconstruction is metabolic engineering which involves altering the metabolism to improve a desired cellular function. The reconstructed networks help in choosing a target, most commonly enzymes, for metabolic engineering (Oberhardt et al. 2009 ). Pichia pastoris can be used for production of therapeutic glycoproteins and thus, is a promising host for industrial production of such proteins. Therefore it becomes extremely important to understand its physiology and work towards its improvement. Metabolic networks can help in identifying the potential pathway targets of P. pastoris that can be metabolically engineered so as to give rise to an improved strain, and hence improved yields of the recombinant proteins produced by it (Chung et al. 2010) .
In the present study we reconstruct the metabolic network of the pathways of the carbohydrate metabolism and the N-glycosylation pathways of P. pastoris CBS7435. Since, the high biomass density of P. pastoris, obtained as a result of carbon and energy metabolism, gives it an edge over other competent expression systems, if we choose to target and reconstruct this particular metabolism of P. pastoris and elucidate its unique and important features to identify the growth requirements of the organism, we are able to design an appropriate growth medium that would favor higher biomass yields. Since production of biofuels depends largely on the carbohydrate metabolism we try to ascertain if P. pastoris can be employed for production of biofuels by exploring its genome to locate genes and gene products (enzymes) that may use the carbohydrates required for biofuel production. P. pastoris carries the machinery for mammalian type post-translational modifications like glycosylation, which makes it a preferred choice for production of therapeutic proteins. As a result the N-glycosylation pathway of other strains of P. pastoris has been engineered earlier to produce humanized glycoproteins for therapeutic purposes. In the present study, we reconstruct the metabolic network of this pathway on similar lines for P. pastoris CBS7435 so that it can be metabolically engineered to produce human like proteins in future, as and when required.
Materials and methods
The process of metabolic reconstruction is labor-intensive and time consuming, and ranges from 6 months for a small bacterium, to about 2 years for humans. Despite several efforts the process has not yet been completely automated (Thiele and Palsson 2010) . Following basic steps are involved in reconstructing an organism specific metabolic network: Various types of N-glycan biosynthesis 25
1. Annotating the genome of the organism to identify the enzymes encoded by its genes, 2. Assembling the reactions catalyzed by those enzymes, 3. Verifying the correctness and completeness of the assembled reaction network.
These steps depict an iterative process (DeJongh et al. 2007 ). Several approaches have been proposed to analyze metabolic networks for newly sequenced genomes. The most common approach makes use of metabolic pathway databases through which it can be ascertained if a particular pathway enzymes are encoded in the genome of the organism (Boyer and Viari 2003) .
In the present reconstruction process, following steps were undertaken:
Step1: Retrieval of annotated genome of Pichia pastoris CBS7435
Reconstruction process relies heavily on genome annotation, therefore it becomes extremely important to download or retrieve the most recent version of the genome (Thiele and Palsson 2010) . Pichia pastoris CBS7435 is the parent strain of all P. pastoris recombinant protein production hosts. Its genome sequence was annotated automatically to yield 5,007 protein-coding genes, 124 tRNAs and 29 rRNAs and the complete DNA sequence of the first mitochondrial genome of a methylotrophic yeast (Kuberl et al. 2011) .
The annotated genome sequence of P. pastoris CBS7435 comprises of 4 chromosomes (GenBank IDs: FR839628.1, FR839629.1, FR839630.1 and FR839631.1) and a mitochondrial DNA sequence (GenBank ID: FR839632.1). The Institute of Molecular Biotechnology of the Graz University of Technology, Austria, sequenced the genome of P. pastoris CBS7435 and the Institute of Genomics and Bioinformatics, Graz University of Technology, registered it in the Genome database of NCBI (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome). The accession number of the genome in NCBI is PRJEA62483, and ID is 62483.
Step 2: Enzymes involved in the carbohydrate metabolism and N-glycosylation pathways from the pathway databases For reconstructing metabolic networks, it is necessary to identify the completely balanced enzyme catalyzed reactions. The metabolic pathway databases like KEGG (Kanehisa et al. 2006) provide comprehensive information about the enzyme catalyzed reactions, chemical information about the enzymes, stoichiometries of the reaction, etc. (Durot et al. 2008) .
The enzymes involved in the pathways of the carbohydrate metabolism and the N-glycosylation pathways were Step 3: Location of enzymes in the genome of Pichia pastoris CBS7435
After all the relevant enzymes were obtained the genome of P. pastoris was browsed to find the chromosomal locations of these enzymes, their coding sequence regions as well as the genes encoding those enzymes. All the chromosomes were thoroughly explored to locate the respective E.C. numbers of the enzymes involved in the target pathways. The locus tag of P. pastoris genome is PP7435 hence every chromosomal location is prefixed with this locus tag. It was a time consuming step since a lot of enzymes were associated with every pathway and all of them had to be searched in the entire genome.
Step 4: Identification of enzyme catalyzed reactions and enzyme compartments The next step was to identify the enzyme catalyzed reactions alongwith the cellular location of those enzymes. The reactions were retrieved from the ENZYME database of the expert protein analysis system (ExPasy) server of the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB). ExPasy provides access to a number of bioinformatics tools and databases centered on proteins and proteomics (Gasteiger et al. 2003) . The ENZYME database of ExPasy was queried using the E.C. numbers of the enzymes to obtain the reactions catalyzed by them. Since the database is cross linked to UniProt (Universal Protein Resource) (Bairoch et al. 2005) , sub-cellular localization of enzyme could be ascertained by selecting the appropriate gene name of the corresponding enzyme as present in yeast from the available list on UniProt. This particular step therefore helps in acquisition of organism specific enzyme information, i.e., enzyme name, gene name, alternative gene name, reaction, pathway, description, sub cellular location, sequence, etc.
Step 5: Enlisting the transporters involved in the target pathways
In eukaryotes, intra-cellular transport of metabolites between cellular compartments occurs in case of multi-compartment networks. A compartment in the metabolic network corresponds to a pool of metabolites and their reactions (Schellenberger et al. 2010) . Transport reactions are added to the networks to emphasize on the transfer of metabolites from one compartment to another and hence maintain the continuity of the network. The transporters could either be proteins or simple channels (in case of extracellular transport). Various databases and literature evidences impart information about the transporters carrying out the metabolite transport inside the cell.
To retrieve the transporters involved in the target pathways YMDB (Jewison et al. 2012 ) was accessed ( http://www.ymdb.ca). A simple metabolite search is carried out in YMDB to obtain all the metabolite related information, including its transporters. These transporters are further located in the genome of P. pastoris CBS7453 to extract their chromosomal locations and coding sequences. In cases where YMDB could not provide any specific information about the transporters, a thorough literature survey was resorted to for the elucidation of the transport mechanisms.
Step 6: Draft reconstruction All the relevant information about the pathways and their components, based on genome annotation, pathway databases and other computational tools, was compiled to generate a draft network reconstruction. Draft reconstruction is a preliminary network based on genome annotation and pathway databases like KEGG. All the metabolic reactions of a particular pathway were aligned in a pathby-path fashion to construct a network using KEGG pathway maps as template. Apart from KEGG, certain pathways were also reconstructed using Metacyc (Karp et al. 2002) , another pathway database. There existed a few pathways in Metacyc which were absent from KEGG even though they occurred in P. pastoris as well as its nearest phylogenetic neighbor S. cerevisiae , the evidence for which was supported by literature. Such pathways again served as templates to reconstruct the metabolic network. The entire procedure of draft reconstruction was repeated for Metacyc pathways.
Step 7: Manual curation Manual curation is the second major stage after draft reconstruction in the metabolic network reconstruction process. Manual curation of the draft network involves its re-evaluation and refinement. The need to curate the draft network arises from the fact that the data present in the databases used so far might contain a certain amount of non-specific information, especially the reactions and their cellular compartments. Hence for the authenticity of the reconstructed network organism-specific metabolites and reactions had to be added (Montagud et al. 2010 ). The draft network might also contain several dead end compounds, or what we call as missing links, which might be due to a faulty annotation or some missing reaction that links these compounds or metabolites with the rest of the pathway. It's a sort of gap in the network and thus refinement of the network through gap analysis becomes mandatory (Ates et al. 2011) . The term gap in metabolic reconstruction can also be used to describe metabolites that cannot be produced or consumed by any of the reaction or that cannot be imported or exported by an uptake system (Kumar et al. 2007 ). Gap filling is a tedious process that requires browsing organism-specific databases, literature survey, etc. to obtain highly organism-specific information about its metabolism, like reaction compartment and its directionality (Feist et al. 2009 ).
The reconstructed networks can be refined by finding the missing links in the network and thereby filling the gaps. Gap filling can be achieved by following approaches: i. Sequence homology-a faulty genome annotation process might lead to what is known as 'missing gene problem'. These missing genes are established by evidences indicating the presence of the metabolic pathway in the organism, one or more enzymes of which are missing from the reconstructed draft network, and identifying the genes encoding those enzymes (Osterman and Overbeek 2003) . In such a case sequence homology for the missing gene sequence can be performed using sequence alignment tools like BLAST (Altschul et al. 1997 ).
The nucleotide sequences of enzymes present in the KEGG pathway maps of P. pastoris GS115 were aligned with the nucleotide sequence of all four chromosomes of P. pastoris CBS7435 to find a homologous sequence using nucleotide BLAST (Blastn) (http://blast.ncbi.nlm. nih.gov/). If a match was found the amino acid sequence ii. Comparative analysis-If organism-specific information has insufficient data then information from phylogenetic neighbors can also be used (Thiele and Palsson 2010). Missing enzymes can also be established through comparative analysis between related species. For instance if a pathway is present in P. pastoris as well as its phylogenetic ancestor S. cerevisiae then it's most likely that the genes encoding the enzymes of that pathway will be present in both the genomes and the missing enzyme or protein in P. pastoris having highest sequence homology to the orthologous S. cerevisiae protein most probably carries out the missing reactions (Seo and Lewin 2009) . Saccharomyces cerevisiae, being the nearest phylogenetic neighbor of P. pastoris CBS7435, can provide interesting insights into the metabolism of P. pastoris. Hence the enzymes missing in the metabolic network of P. pastoris were picked, if present, from the pathway map of S. cerevisiae in KEGG. If a sequence, homologous to the sequence of S. cerevisiae enzyme was found, the reaction catalyzed by that particular enzyme was introduced into the network. Also saccharomyces genome database (SGD) (Cherry et al. 2012 ) was used to decipher additional pathway reactions in P. pastoris which were otherwise not a part of KEGG PATHWAY database.
iii. Manual Insertion-Certain important enzymes missing from the reconstructed network without which the pathway cannot progress can be manually inserted based on rigorous literature evidence (Milne et al. 2011 ).
Step 8: Reconstruction of refined/curated network A good metabolic network reconstruction is the first step towards understanding genotype-phenotype interactions of an organism (Francke et al. 2005) . After the draft network has been curated the final refined metabolic network is reconstructed. Many metabolic networks have been reconstructed using various tools, like Pathway Tools. A recent addition to these tools is MetNetMaker (Forth et al. 2010) . The reactions of the carbohydrate metabolism and N-glycosylation were retrieved from MetNetMaker by simply entering the E.C. numbers of the enzymes catalyzing those reactions. Another alternative to obtain required reactions is by entering the reaction IDs which are same as that of KEGG. The reaction compartment and directionality are also mentioned, gathered through extensive literature survey. In certain cases the reaction to be added, or the compounds/metabolites involved in a reaction were not a part of KEGG LIGAND database, to which MetNetMaker is linked. In such cases reactions and metabolites with an unique reaction and compound ID respectively, were created. The compartments for such reactions and the metabolites involved in them were also mentioned. Such created reactions were added to the selected reaction table that carried information for reaction ID, E.C. number of the enzymes, reaction compartment, maximum and minimum possible flux for each reaction, etc.
Step 9: Visualization of the reconstructed networks
The metabolic networks created are specific for P. pastoris CBS7435. Hence their visualization would provide an easy insight into the metabolism of this particular organism. Visualization also enables users to investigate the pathways step by step and to compare them with proposed pathways. There are many network visualization tools present but we chose Cytoscape for our analysis (Shannon et al. 2003) . The tool MetNetMaker used for the reconstruction of the metabolic networks provides a link to Cytoscape that enables the reconstructed networks to be visualized properly. The most appropriate layout of the network from Cytoscape was selected for this purpose.
Results and discussion
During the data collection stage it was found that in few pathways one or two additional enzymes, which were not a part of P. pastoris specific pathways of KEGG, were being encoded in the genome of P. pastoris CBS7435 ( Table 2) .
The genes encoding these additional enzymes were present in its genome with their complete annotation. Therefore these enzymes were added in the reaction table. This is a slight deviation from the KEGG pathway maps and implies that P. pastoris GS115 (organism in KEGG) and P. pastoris CBS7435 which happens to be the wild type or the parent strain, differ from each other with respect to certain pathway reactions.
Apart from certain additional enzymes, gaps or missing links leading to discontinuities in a network were also reported ( Table 3) .
The problem of missing enzymes can arise due to faults in genome annotation. The sequence homology search between the enzyme sequence of P. pastoris GS115 and P. pastoris CBS7435 and in a few cases S. cerevisiae, using BLASTn and BLASTp, yielded 100 % identity between the two nucleotide and protein sequences respectively for almost every missing enzyme. The dot matrix or dot plot showing maximum similarity was also provided in the result. The exact alignments between proteins further authenticated the results of Blastn indicating that the protein products (enzymes) of the found genes (nucleotide sequences) are also highly related or most similar to each other, thus confirming our sequence homology results. This way all missing enzymes were located in the genome of P. pastoris CBS7435. However, none of the enzymes involved in galactose metabolism were encoded by the genome of P. pastoris CBS7435, indicating that galactose is not assimilated by it. There have been previous reports of non-occurrence of galactose metabolism in P. pastoris GS115 in the past where it was proved that it cannot assimilate galactose (Kurtzman 2005) . Since P. pastoris CBS7435 happens to be its parent strain it's quite obvious that the assimilatory pathway of galactose does not occur in it as well. However attempts have been made to genetically engineer P. pastoris strains to use galactose as a carbon source (Davidson et al. 2012) .
Presence of genes like OCH1 (Ha et al. 2011 ) and alg3 (Bobrowicz et al. 2004 ) in P. pastoris CBS7435 which play a vital role in the humanization process of N-linked glycosylation suggests that the N-glycosylation pathway of P. pastoris CBS7435 can also be engineered to produce human-like glycoproteins. This would mean that production of recombinant therapeutics, safe for human consumption, is possible in this particular strain also.
This study also reveals the possibility of existence of cellulose and xylose degradation pathways in P. pastoris CBS7435. Till now there has not been any report of existence of cellulose degradation in either S. cerevisiae or P. pastoris GS115 (the most studied strain of P. pastoris). This is because they both lack the very first enzyme of the pathway, i.e., endoglucanase (E.C. 3.2.1.4) which breaks down cellulose into cellobiose and 1,4-b-D-glucan. S. cerevisiae also lacks the second enzyme converting the products of first reaction into b-D-glucose. This enzyme is b-glucosidase (E.C. 3.2.1.21). However both these enzymes are encoded in the genome of P. pastoris CBS7435. This implies that there might be a possibility of occurrence of cellulose degradation pathway in it. No yeast so far has been reported to exhibit an efficient cellulose digesting activity, except Trichosporon species. Other yeasts like S. cerevisiae have been genetically engineered for this purpose because they lack the natural capacity to do so (Van Rensburg et al. 1998; Zhang et al. 2012) . Similarly, the enzymes required for assimilation of xylose, a five-carbon sugar, were found to exist in the genome of P. pastoris CBS7435. So far none of the strains of this species have been reported to degrade xylose which is a major component of lignocellulosic biomass hydrolysates. It only occurs in Pichia stipitis amongst all methylotrophic yeasts. Out of the four enzymes involved in its degradation, two were already annotated in the genome while the remaining two had to be located using sequence homology. If this pathway is validated experimentally researchers would be able to do away with the cumbersome task of expressing the genes of these enzymes from different organisms in P. pastoris to bring about xylose degradation in this species. Subsequently its own genes can be overexpressed to degrade lignocelluloses.
Assimilation of xylose and cellulose by P. pastoris might also pave way for its use in biofuel industry. Biofuel is the need of the hour because it is cost effective, obtained from renewable resources, is environment friendly, etc. It is obtained as a by-product of degradation of various agricultural wastes by microorganisms and therefore involves their natural metabolic capacity to assimilate cellulosic and lignocellulosic wastes of plants and crops. Bioethanol produced by yeasts via glucose fermentation is a common example of biofuel. Other important substrates used for this purpose are cellulose and xylose. Their fermentation is essential for production of biofuels. However most of the yeast species are unable to utilize them. Although P. pastoris is largely considered as non-fermentative, formation of ethanol as a by-product on being fed with excess glycerol, has been reported by Inan and Meagher (2001) . Presence of genes encoding the enzymes of cellulose and xylose degradation pathways in P. pastoris indicates the possible assimilation of these substrates for biofuel production. If this hypothesis is validated through experiments it might be major breakthrough in the field of biofuel production using yeast. It can then further be genetically engineered for this purpose. It would further lend P. pastoris CBS7435 an additional advantage of being an efficient producer of biofuels apart from its established role as an expression system and heterologous protein production host.
After the compilation of all the relevant data and their organization into pathway networks the latter were finally visualized. The reconstructed networks are highly organism-specific. The layout of the networks in Cytoscape given here is the grid view. The reactions are aligned in a pathway manner and represented with black edges. The blue color nodes represent the starting metabolites/compounds in a pathway while orange nodes represent the end products. The transport reactions are depicted with a purple edge. The enzymes are highlighted with the red blocks. The direction of edges from the starting metabolite to the end product enable tracing of the pathway in the organism. For further simplifying the view of the networks some of the pathways were divided based on compartments in case of multi compartment pathways. This was especially done for the N-glycosylation pathways and various types of N-glycosylation pathways, where the portion of cycle occurring in Endoplasmic Reticulum was separated from that occurring in Golgi body for the ease of visualization.
Pyruvate metabolism, another complex pathway, was divided into two based on the choice of starting metabolite. All reactions beginning with or forming pyruvate were clubbed into one network and all reactions beginning with acetyl CoA were a part of the second network. For starch and sucrose metabolism, the reactions for formation of glycogen and D-glucose formed one network, and the reactions involving breakdown of glycogen formed another network. The citric acid cycle was also divided into two parts for an easy visualization of the networks.
The reconstructed pathways in the present study differ from those already present in KEGG and Metacyc. The pathway maps presented here, unlike KEGG or Metacyc, highlight the reaction compartments, transport reactions in case of multi compartment metabolic reactions, and some additional reactions that are not incorporated in pathway maps existing in other metabolic pathway databases. Also the pathways of P. pastoris present in KEGG are not strain specific, i.e., they only encompass the metabolic reactions occurring in P. pastoris GS115. Therefore pathways presented in this work differ from KEGG in being specific for P. pastoris CBS7435.
We present the pictorial depiction of some of the pathways of P. pastoris CBS7435 below, which are distinct from other strains of this species or for which we performed gap-filling (Figs. 1, 2 , 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10) . This carbohydrate and N-glycosylation metabolism visualization will form an integral part of systems biology studies for P. pastoris CBS7435.
Conclusion
Since an organism's metabolism is a key factor in understanding its physiology, we have reconstructed the metabolic networks of pathways of carbohydrate metabolism and N-glycosylation pathways of the methylotrophic yeast P. pastoris CBS7435. The growing importance of the organisms of this species as potent expression systems as well as hosts for recombinant protein production compelled us to explore certain primary metabolic pathways of the parent strain of this species, i.e., P. pastoris CBS7435. The present study focuses on the significance of the carbohydrate metabolism and N-glycosylation, which lead to high biomass yields and post-translational modification of the recombinant proteins, respectively, the two major advantages of P. pastoris over other expression systems. The reconstructed metabolic networks of these already important pathways offer further scope of their improvement.
The networks presented in this study are organismspecific, and hence provide complete insight into its metabolic events and requirements. Because of their comprehensive nature these networks can easily be modulated or engineered at genetic levels to produce better results in terms of better product yields and better overall performance.
The carbohydrate metabolism helps in understanding the nutritional requirements of the organism, and can therefore help in designing of the growth medium. Through the reconstructed networks for carbohydrate metabolism we are able to assess and analyze the sugars or carbohydrates that can be assimilated by P. pastoris CBS7435 for growth, and then compare and choose the best carbon source out of them for achieving higher biomass yields. Carbohydrates present in the culture medium also influence the performance of the promoter systems employed for recombinant protein expression. They also provide an insight into the possible use of P. pastoris CBS7435 for biofuel production. The network can also be modulated or metabolically engineered at a crucial step to produce favorable growth of P. pastoris. Similarly, N-glycosylation pathways of P. pastoris CBS7435 can be re-engineered to produce human like glycosylated proteins, as accomplished in the past using other strains for the production of therapeutic proteins. This can be made possible by metabolically engineering the pathway once we understand the steps and the chemical moieties (enzymes, metabolites) involved in it, and metabolic network reconstruction of N-glycosylation pathway for P. pastoris CBS7435 is the first step towards it. Thus our work provides the researchers with the metabolic networks specific for P. pastoris CBS7435, which can be used by them for future endeavors like metabolic engineering, simulations, flux balance analysis, biofuel production, etc.
